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Distilleries to
Resume
Liquor Supply
Till Onam

respasses
•chi Airport
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Kochi: The Kerala Bottlers

at the boy would have entered
airport through the No 1 gate
found no ulterior motive behind his entry to the air-side.
The boy was also questioned
by state special branch DySP
Sabu Mathew and internal
security DySP Venugopal at
Nedumbassery.

CISF Urged to
be Vigilant

.;URITY MEET
LD AT CIAL
lumbassery: A review
ting was urgently conid by Airport Director A C
air here on Friday. CISF
mandant Ajai Dahiya,
chief security manager
Sankar and Nedumery CI K Krishnan were
ng those who attended
neeting. They evaluated
iecurity arrangements
it was decided to effect coordinate with various
rity agencies. The CISF
asked to take stern
against the personnel

SP Attaluri said the CISF
would be urged to be more
vigilant and to take proper
steps to prevent such incidewnts in the future. Patrolling
would be intensified by the
police in the city-side of the
airport.
However, presence of the
boy in the airside of Kochi
airport has put the CISF in
the dock.
Meanwhile,Airport Director ACK Nair said the CIAL
had ordered an inquiry into
the incident. The CIAL is also
learnt to have asked the CISF
to take the matter very seriously. The CISF, Police and
BCAS (Bureau of Civil AviatinTi C.e, riti.c) NAr;11

It was a day of intense prayers for the Muslims across the state on the last Friday of the holy month of Ramzan. The
day assumed additional significance as it coincided with the most auspicious 27th night of the holy month of fasting
and prayers. Muslims offering prayers at the Karukappally mosque in Kochi I Maim R Mavelil
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Cusat to Develop Automated Sound Classifier
Kochi: The Cochin University of Science and Technology is all set to develop a
unique automated sound
classifier to identify and differentiate sounds beneath
and around the coastal waters. The 243.55 lakh project
titled, HMM Based Target
Classifier; with improved
success rates, has been sanctioned by the Naval Research

Board, Government of India.
"Through this project we are
intending to develop a Classifier, which would enable to
differentiate specifically each
and every sound in the Indian Ocean, whether it be a
small ship or a submarine."
Presently, the country,
which has only a SONAR
classifier system to identify
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these ocean sounds, maximum exploits the human

senses to identify the sound
of any movement in the
ocean.Every ship, boat or
submarine, in spite of having
a unique combination of engines, propellers, etc., has a
separate noise. But, the SONAR classifier does not enable to classify minute distinctive sounds. "Sometimes
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the sound of a ship approaching is hindered by the other
sounds in the ocean," Assistant Investigator of the project and Cusat professor Supriya M H said.
Though similar researches
have taken place in the past
on developing such classifiers, it has not been successful
as many of the techniques
have proved to be complex.
"Enjoy this

Federation (KBF) has decided to resume supply of
liquor to the Kerala State
Beverages Corporation
(KSBC) till Onam.
The decision was taken at
a meeting held in Kochi on
Friday by the various distilleries associations.
They are hopeful that the
Excise Minister will resolve
their grievances immediately after Onam.
The supply will resume
with immediate effect.

The KBF had announced
that they had stopped taking
orders from Beverages Corporation for supply of liquor
owing to non-viability on
August 22 after representatives from the KBF and the
Association of Distillers,
Brewers and Viners of India
(ADBVI) had met Chief Minister Oommen Chandy with
the request to provide them
interim relief from the crisis
the distilleries industry was
going through.
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